We study theoretically the quantum well states (QWSs) localized in Pb overlayers on Cu(111) surface. Particular emphasis is given to the states with energies close to the vacuum level. Inclusion of the long-range image potential tail into the model potential description of the system allows us to show the effect of hybridization between QWSs and image potential states (ISs). The particle-in-a-box energy sequence characteristic for QWSs evolves into the Rydberg series converging towards the vacuum level. The electron density of the corresponding states is partially moved from inside the metal overlayer into the vacuum. The decay rates due to the inelastic electron-electron scattering decrease with increasing energy, opposite to "conventional" QWSs and similar to the ISs. Many-body and wave packet propagation calculations of the inelastic decay rates are supplemented by simple analysis based on the phase accumulation model and wave-function penetration approximation. This allows an analytical description of the dependence of the QWS/ISs hybridization on different parameters and, in particular, on the overlayer thickness.
I. INTRODUCTION
For metal films deposited on different substrates, potential barriers at the film/vacuum and film/substrate interface confine electrons in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the film. If the thickness of the film is smaller than the electron mean free path, the bulk electronic structure of the film material evolves into a set of subbands characterized by the quantized electron motion perpendicular to the film, and bulklike dispersion in the film plane.
1-10 Depending on the reflectivity of the film/substrate interface, the quantized electronic states can be either stationary in one-electron picture or decaying into the electronic states of the substrate, via resonant electron transfer. 6 One then uses the terms quantum well states (QWSs) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] or quantum well resonances (QWRs), [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] respectively. The QWSs can be readily understood in terms of the discrete level structure of a one-dimensional (1D) potential well. In particular, the semiclassical description based on the phase accumulation model 12, 13 appears extremely efficient in describing the energies of the QWSs at¯ point. [4] [5] [6] The semiclassical description of the QWRs can be performed with a Fabry-Perot-type approach. 4, [6] [7] [8] 10 As a consequence of the quantization of the electronic structure, many properties of metal films show a quantum size effect, [3] [4] [5] [6] 14, 15 i.e., a (oscillatory) dependence on the film thickness D, where D can be changed only by the discrete amount given by the interlayer spacing a. Because of the fundamental and practical interest quantum size effects have been studied in detail for the work function and surface energy, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] chemical reactivity, 21 magnetic coupling, 5, [22] [23] [24] Rashba effect, 25, 26 etc. Development of the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) and time-resolved two-photon photoemission techniques (TR-2PPE) has recently placed the topic of excited electron dynamics in thin metallic films in a focus of thorough research. Indeed, the lifetime of excited electronic states is a key quantity in surface science directly controlling the efficiency of many chemical and photochemical processes. 27, 28 The lifetime sets the duration of the excitation and, when combined with the group velocity, it also determines the spatial range of the excitation. For metals and metallic nanostructures at surfaces, several decay channels determine the dynamics of excited electrons for which the total decay rate (proportional to the inverse of the lifetime τ ) can be expressed as a sum of different contributions: 29, 30 =h/τ = γ 1e + γ e-e + γ e-ph + γ def .
(1)
The last term γ def stands for the rate of the decay via defect scattering. The resonant one-electron decay into the substrate is given by the rate γ 1e . It is operative for QWRs and depends on the reflectivity of the film/substrate interface as well as on the overlayer thickness. This can be described quantitatively considering an overlayer as a Fabry-Perot resonator.
4, [6] [7] [8] 10 The decay rate due to electron-phonon scattering γ e-ph is relatively small at low temperatures and shows a quantum size effect with the overlayer thickness. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] When the resonant electron transfer into the substrate is impossible, such as for the substrate with projected band gap, the decay via inelastic electron-electron scattering, γ e-e , is usually assumed to be the main decay channel at low temperatures and high excitation energies. Particularly detailed experimental and theoretical studies of this deexcitation mechanism have been reported for Pb quantum wells. The TR-2PPE technique has been used for supported Pb films, [36] [37] [38] [39] and STS experiments have been performed on large well characterized Pb adislands. parabolic dependence of the decay rate on the energy of the QWSs has been found with absolute values close to those obtained in ab initio and model calculations 35, 45, 46 for bulk Pb. Interpreted as due to the efficient bulklike screening already for relatively thin films, 38 the above finding concerns the QWSs well localized inside the Pb overlayer. At the same time one would expect that, for the energies close to the vacuum level, the QWSs will hybridize with image potential states (ISs) as shown in Ref. 47 . The ISs correspond to an excited electron bound in front of the metal surface by the image charge potential. When electron penetration into the metal is prohibited by the projected band gap, ISs form a Rydberg series converging toward the vacuum level E V with energies at¯ given by 12, 13, [48] [49] [50] [51] 
(Atomic units are used throughout the paper unless otherwise stated). In Eq. (2), n = 1,2, . . . is the principal quantum number and α is the quantum defect. The electron motion parallel to the surface is quasifree with effective mass close to one. 48, 51 The higher is n, the further from the surface is located the excited electron, and the smaller is its coupling with metal bulk electrons so that the lifetime of the image states increases as n 3 . 12, 29, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] The hybridization between QWSs and ISs would alter the weight of the QWS wave function inside the metal film, shifting part of the electron density into the vacuum. Consequently, the energies of the states will change, as well as the many-body decay rates. This has been experimentally confirmed in TR-2PPE studies of the ISs at surfaces of rare-gas adlayers on metal surfaces. 50, 51, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] In these systems, strong quantum size effects on the lifetimes of the ISs have been found and successfully interpreted as due to the hybridization between the ISs and the QWSs localized in the conduction band of the dielectric adlayer.
The purpose of the present contribution is to show how the QWSs in metallic Pb overlayers on Cu(111) surfaces are modified close to the vacuum level by the hybridization with the ISs. In an earlier paper, we have presented many-body GW calculations of the electron-electron inelastic decay rates for QWSs with energies up to 3 eV with respect to the Fermi level. 45 Here we take a step further and include the classical image potential in the model description of the Pb/Cu(111) system. This allows a detailed study of the effect of QWS/IS hybridization on the energies and decay rates of the excited electronic states in thin metallic overlayers and of the role played by the overlayer thickness.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the theoretical model used for the representation of the Pb/Cu(111) system and methods used for calculations of the many-body γ e-e decay rates. Section III is devoted to the results and their discussion. Finally, in Sec. IV, we give a summary of the work and conclusions.
II. METHODS

A. Model potential
We describe the Pb/Cu(111) system with a model oneelectron potential. It is constructed by adding a long-range image potential tail to the effective potential V eff obtained from the self-consistent density functional theory (DFT) calculations within the local density approximation (LDA). The DFT-LDA calculations have been shown to reproduce fairly well the most stable heights of the adsorbed Pb islands, the measured STS spectra of the quantum well states 61 as well as lifetimes of the QWSs with energies up to 3 eV with respect to the Fermi level. 45 The details of the potential construction are given elsewhere. 61, 62 We then briefly comment on the most important features of the model relevant for the present study.
The stabilized jellium description is used for the Pb overlayer. The calculated bulk Pb work function value ( = 4.08 eV) is consistent with ab initio calculations 17, 18, 63 and with experimental data. 20, 64, 65 The Cu(111) substrate is represented with pseudopotential built on the basis of a 1D model potential only function of the electron coordinate z perpendicular to the surface. 66 The model potential of Ref. 66 is adjusted to the Cu(111) band structure at¯ (energy of the ISs, energy of the surface state, energy position of the projected band gap). In our particular implementation, 62 the L gap of Cu(111) confining the QWSs in Pb/Cu(111) extends from −1.02 to +4.12 eV with respect to the Fermi level. By construction the system has translational invariance in the surface (x,y) plane. The single-particle orbitals are then sought in the form
where k is the electron wave vector parallel to the surface and r = (x,y 45 It is well known that the DFT-LDA scheme does not reproduce the long-range image potential interaction between an electron placed in vacuum in front of a metal surface. This interaction is of paramount importance for the present study focused on the electronic states with partial IS character at low binding energies close to the vacuum level. Following the strategy developed in Ref. 61 , the self-consistent one-electron potential V eff (z) resulting from the DFT-LDA calculations of Pb/Cu(111) has been corrected by smoothly matching the classical image potential above the Pb overlayer. The resulting one-electron potential has the form:
For an electron in vacuum z z im , Eq. (4) converges to classical image potential −1/4(z − z im ). The potential V s (z) is set symmetric with respect to the center of the Cu(111) slab z c . The image plane position is given by z im , and z 0 is the matching position parameter. We take z im = 1.23a 0 in front of the Pb jellium edge, 67 and z 0 is set to z 0 = z im + 1.0a 0 , which gives a smooth potential. Parameters A and λ are fixed by the continuity of V s (z) and its derivative V s (z) at z 0 . Since the top edge of the Cu(111) gap lies close to the vacuum level, we have extended the Cu(111) slab to properly account for the penetration of the QWSs with IS character inside the substrate. The Cu(111) layers described with the model potential 66 V Cu (z) have been inserted into the slab below the fifth Cu atomic monolayer (ML) at z 5ML . Indeed, well inside Cu(111) the overlayer appears screened and V eff (z) converges to the oscillatory part of the model potential of Ref. 66 . Because of the image potential, the electronic states with energies close to the vacuum level extend far outside the metal slab. Consequently, to guarantee good description of these states, we have added a large vacuum space of 200a 0 on both sides above the Pb surfaces.
With the supercell method described above we have calculated confined states with energies up to −50 meV with respect to E V . It is noteworthy that with changing Pb coverage the work function oscillates with respect to the converged value (≈4.08 eV above 12 ML). This quantum size effect is particularly noticeable for the smaller thicknesses below 5-6 ML, with work function oscillation amplitude of the order of 0.2-0.1 eV. The top edge of the projected Cu(111) gap can then appear below the vacuum level so that the Pb localized states at small binding energies E − E V turn into resonances. The resonant states have not been addressed here.
B. Many-body calculation of the decay rates.
Detailed experimental and theoretical studies of the lifetimes of the ISs and QWSs have shown that parameterfree many-body calculations allow nowadays quantitative description of the inelastic electron-electron decay rates. 29, 38, 53 We use a well established approach where the electron-electron decay rate of excited states is performed at¯ point (k = 0) by projecting the imaginary part of the self-energy onto the corresponding wave function. 30, 45 In the present symmetry, we have
where E j is the energy of the surface-localized Kohn-Sham orbital ψ j , and (z,z ; k ,ω) is the 2D Fourier transform of the self-energy. Based on the one-electron eigenstates of the system described with the potential given by Eq. (4), the nonlocal self-energy is evaluated in the GW approximation, as detailed in Refs. 53, 68 . A priori, the GW correction to the one-particle energies of the QWSs can be also obtained within a similar scheme. However, the model Cu(111) potential 66 has been adjusted to the theoretical and experimental data with DFT-LDA calculations so that performing GW correction to the energies of the QWSs would be inconsistent with the description of the Cu(111) substrate. The many-body calculations of the decay rates are computationally demanding because of the large size of the supercell required to account for the excited state spill out from the surface due to the QWS/IS hybridization. We then have used the GW approximation to obtain γ j e-e for some of the QWS/IS states. These have been used to validate a simpler wave packet propagation (WPP) and wave-function penetration 12, 51 description of the decay. Both are closely related through the assumption of the locality of self-energy and give the same result within the first-order perturbation theory.
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C. Wave packet propagation study of the excited electron dynamics
The WPP consists in the direct solution of the timedependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) discretized on a spatial grid. The method is discussed in great detail in Ref. 30 . In the present case, because of the translation invariance in the surface plane, we are interested only in the characteristics of the excited states at the¯ point. The 1D-TDSE then reads
Provided the initial condition φ(z,t = 0) = φ 0 (z), Eq. (6) is solved with the short-time propagation and split-operator technique.
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The effective local one-electron potential U describes the interaction of the "active" electron with the Pb/Cu(111) system. It is given by the sum of the electron-surface interaction V s and the non-Hermitian term V e-e , allowing to account for the excited state population decay via inelastic electron-electron scattering:
The electron-surface interaction V s is essentially that given by Eq. (4), but with the crucial difference that only one vacuum/Pb/Cu(111) interface is considered and the semiinfinite Cu(111) substrate is implemented by (i) imposing V s (z) = V Cu (z) for z < z 5ML and (ii) introducing the absorbing potential V abs (z) at the grid boundary inside Cu(111) to suppress the reflections of the wave packet.
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Inclusion of the non-Hermitian potential V e-e is similar to the approach used in theoretical low-energy electron diffraction studies. 71 This potential is defined in such a way that the first-order perturbation estimate for the inelastic decay rates of the QWSs localized inside Pb overlayer give the bulk decay rate in agreement with many-body calculations. 35, 37, 38, 45 In practice V e-e is set with respect to the Pb jellium edge
The parameter of the switching function is δ = 0.09a 0 . The inelastic decay rate of an electronic state confined in the bulk Pb metal γ bulk e-e has been taken from Ref. 45 . It should be emphasized that γ bulk e-e strongly depends on the energy of the excited state. The higher is the energy of the excited state with respect to the Fermi level, the shorter is the corresponding lifetime. This implies that for WPP calculation of the QWS/ISs the contribution γ bulk e-e in Eq. (8) has to be adjusted to the energy interval under study.
Once the solution φ(t) is obtained, the autocorrelation function φ 0 |φ(t) can be used to extract all the properties of interest, such as energies and lifetimes of the decaying quasistationary states of the system as well as the projected density of states (PDOS). 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electronic structure
The discussion is started by revisiting the electronic structure of the Pb/Cu(111) system (see Ref. 61) . We focus on the previously uncovered energy region −3-0 eV with respect to the vacuum level, where the image potential tail becomes progressively important. Figure 1 shows the energies of the QWSs calculated up to −0.05 eV as a function of the Pb overlayer thickness varied within 1-28 ML range. Results obtained with the model potential given by Eq. (4) are compared with those obtained with DFT-LDA effective potential only, 61 i.e., without accounting for the image potential tail of the electron-surface interaction. For the states below −2 eV with respect to the vacuum level, the two sets of results coincide. Being well localized inside the Pb overlayer, these states are not sensitive to the potential change above the surface. The energies form a particle-in-a-box sequence usually considered for the QWSs. At variance, close to the vacuum level, the two sets of results are different. The DFT-LDA potentials vanish exponentially into the vacuum side, and allow only for a finite number of states to be accommodated in the potential well. Inclusion of the long-range image potential tail of electron-surface interaction allows for the QWSs hybridization with ISs. As a result, an infinite (Rydberg) series of states converging toward the vacuum level exist for each thickness.
As another interesting feature, it follows from Fig. 1 that a state with an energy ≈−0.8 eV with respect to the vacuum level systematically appears every 3 ML at coverages of 3, 6, 9,. . . ML. For the stabilized jellium description of Pb as used here, the wavelength of an electron moving inside the film with −0.8 eV energy is λ ≈ 6a/5, where a is the interlayer spacing (a = 5.41a 0 ). This regularity is similar to the series of unoccupied QWSs observed in Pb overlayers close to the Fermi level E F , at E − E F ≈ 0.65 eV, which appear for an even number of ML. In the latter case, however, the states are characterized by λ ≈ 4a/3. In good agreement with our theoretical findings, in the TR-2PPE study of the Pb/Si(111) system 38 a QWS/IS hybrid state has been observed at −0.79 eV with respect to the vacuum level. However, Kirchmann et al. reported this state for all overlayer thicknesses, 38 while in our calculations it appears only every 3 ML. The origin of this discrepancy is unclear at the moment. Indeed, the exact energy of the QWS/IS hybrid state depends on the overlayer thickness, as shown in Ref. 47 and discussed below.
The semiclassical phase accumulation model 12, 13 allows quantitative analysis of the results discussed above. Within this model the energy of the discrete state E j is determined from the quantization condition on the total phase acquired by an electron on the closed trajectory inside the potential well:
where the term in the brackets is the phase due to the electron scattering on the image potential 72 at the vacuum side. The phase accumulated by the electron on the round trip inside the Pb overlayer is given by 2kD, where D = J a is the thickness of the Pb overlayer comprising J monolayers. Within the present jellium description of the Pb film, the electron momentum perpendicular to the film surface is k = 2(E j − U 0 ), where U 0 is the bottom of the valence band (−13.55 eV for the thick layer with work function of bulk Pb). Finally, ϕ b stands for the phase shift due to electron scattering at Pb/Cu(111) interface and Pb film surface region characterized by the transition from the bulk Pb to the image potential for the excited electron. With substitution k = 2π/λ, we obtain that for the electron wavelength λ ≈ 6a/5 the term 2kD changes by 10π for J = 3, i.e., adding 3 ML does not change the energy of the state located at ≈ −0.79 eV, but adds five zeros to the nodal structure of the wave function inside the film. For the QWSs with high binding energies well below the vacuum level, one retrieves the well documented quantization condition 2πj = 2kD + δ with δ slowly varying function of electron energy.
Close to the vacuum level, the phase will be determined by the divergence in image potential phase shift for E j → E V . Using notation ϕ b − π ≡ 2πχ, Eq. (9) can be transformed to the form
Finally, writing 2D/λ − χ = l − α with l being the number of zeros of the wave function (half electron wavelength) inside the film, we arrive to
Close to E V , the change of the electron wave vector k is very small on the energy scale given by the fast variation of the image potential phase shift. Thus, l and α can be considered as energy independent, however, these parameters are specific for the overlayer of a given thickness. Comparing Eq. (11) 075434-4 with Eq. (2) describing the energies of the ISs, it is natural to associate n j = j − l with an effective IS quantum number reflecting the nodal structure of the wave function on the vacuum side. The parameter α corresponds then to the quantum defect, which is dependent on the overlayer thickness. Thus close to the vacuum level QWSs mix with ISs and acquire an IS character, where each next quantized state corresponds to a zero of the wave function appearing on the vacuum side.
In Figs. 2 and 3 , we show the electron densities of the hybridized QWS/ISs calculated for Pb overlayers on Cu(111). The states presented in Fig. 2 are all characterized by a binding energy ≈−0.8 eV. This allows transparent discussion of the dependence of the properties of the hybridized states on the overlayer thickness for a fixed energy. Since the energy is fixed, the overall shape of the wave function is preserved. In particular, for different overlayer thicknesses, the electron density shows a pronounced maximum on the vacuum side at essentially the same z position. It manifests a strong contribution of the first image potential state into the hybrid state. The damped oscillations on the left of the quantum well correspond to the finite penetration of the wave function into Cu(111) substrate. These are typical for the states with energies within the projected band gap of Cu(111). Each increase of the film thickness by 3 ML extends the wave function inside Pb overlayer by five semiperiods. As a consequence, the probability to find an electron on the vacuum side shows a quantum size effect decreasing with increasing film thickness. The weight of the wave function on the vacuum side w = ∞ 0 |ψ| 2 dz (z = 0 corresponds to the image plane position) decreases progressively from 0.65 to 0.41 for the considered 6-18 ML coverage range. As we will show below, this effect has direct consequences on the lifetime of the excited states. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the electron densities of the hybrid QWS/ISs with their binding energy for 15 ML Pb/Cu(111). As the energies of the QWSs approach the vacuum level, the vacuum part of the corresponding wave functions acquires an IS character. The weight of the wave function in vacuum rapidly increases and the characteristic nodal structure is developed above Pb surface. 47 In agreement with Eq. (11), for energies E j > −0.125 eV, each next state n → n + 1 is associated with an additional zero located on the vacuum side while the nodal structure inside the Pb overlayer is unchanged. Tracing (32|E j |) −1/2 as a function of the quantum number allows to determine the leading contribution of the ISs with n j = j − l = 2, 3, and 4 into the QWS/IS hybrids with energies −0.162, −0.083, and −0.049 eV, respectively. The states at −0.795 and −0.359 eV both show the leading contribution of the n j = 1 IS. It should be stressed that, despite the strong IS character of the states, their precise binding energy is determined by the penetration of the wave function into the overlayer.
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B. Decay rates of hybrid QWS/ISs
Qualitative discussion
As follows from the energies and wave functions of the hybrid QWS/ISs discussed above, the QWS hybridization with ISs results in the partial transfer of the electron density into the vacuum above the surface of the Pb overlayer. Thus an excited electron appears less coupled with electronic excitations in the metal, which should increase its lifetime. Prior to showing the calculated decay rates, we would like to develop here a simple semiquantitative approach based on the wave-function penetration. 12, 29, 51 Analogous to the phase accumulation model for the energies of excited states, the wave-function penetration based estimate for γ j e-e allows one to obtain closed-form analytical expressions, useful in analyzing the results of numerical studies and predicting the dependence of many-body decay rates on different parameters.
The penetration approach grounds on the assumption that the excited electron undergoes inelastic scattering with electrons from the Fermi sea mainly inside the metal bulk, and that the self-energy is local. The decay rate of a given state with energy E j can be then estimated from the first-order perturbation theory as the value of the bulk decay rate γ bulk e-e at the same energy E j weighted by the penetration of the wave function into the metal:
where z = 0 is taken at the Pb image plane position. In Ref. 53 , it has been shown that since the nonlocality of the electron self-energy is neglected, the linewidths of the ISs at clean metal surfaces are underestimated as compared to the GW results. However, in many cases, such as rare gas adsorption on metal surfaces, Eq. (12) appears to quantitatively reproduce the experimental data. 29, 51 In the case of the Pb overlayers on Cu(111) surface, for an electron excited in the hybrid QWS/IS, the probability p = 1 − w to reside inside the Pb overlayer is given by
where cos(kz + ξ ) is the electron wave function inside the overlayer with wave vector k and phase ξ . The hydrogenic wave function R(n j ,z) stands for the vacuum part of the IS wave function and describes an electron, with principal quantum number n j and zero angular momentum, moving in the field of a point charge of value +1/4. The quantum number n j of the IS giving leading contribution to the discrete state j is defined by Eqs. (10) and (11) . The constant C arises from matching solutions at the film/vacuum interface. In deriving Eq. (13), because of the exponential wave-function damping inside the projected band gap, we have neglected the contribution of the Cu(111) substrate. We have also neglected the contribution of the transition region between the vacuum side characterized by the image potential for the electron surface interaction and the inside of the Pb overlayer.
Performing integrations in Eq. (13), we arrive at
where β is a constant. For the states close to the vacuum level, D 1/k and the corresponding terms can be neglected in Eq. (14) . This leads to the following perturbative estimate for the inelastic electronelectron scattering contribution to the excited-state decay:
In the narrow energy range close to the vacuum level, which is of relevance for the QWS/IS hybridization, the variation of γ (ii) For the fixed effective quantum number n j , the decay rate increases with increasing D and asymptotically reaches the γ bulk e-e value. This is physically sound since for the very thick overlayers the excited electron is entirely localized inside Pb.
The above analysis is fully supported by the results of the calculations presented below. It should be noted that the perturbative approach above neglects the nonlocal effects in the self-energy and the decay is only considered inside the metal. Within this approximation, the WPP method offers an exact treatment of the decay rates of the QWS/ISs. The effective many-body absorbing potentials here are defined from γ bulk e-e as explained in Sec. II. In this approach, different absorbing potentials can be ascribed to different metallic regions. In the following analysis, inside the Pb overlayer, we have used the bulk decay rates derived from GW calculations in Ref. 45 . Inside Cu substrate, the Quinn-Ferrell 73 quadratic dependence of the decay rate on the electron energy γ bulk e-e =
29.1(E[eV] − E F [eV])
2 meV has been used. The effect of using a different decay rate inside Cu, and more generally, of accounting for inelastic many-body effects inside Cu is small because of the band gap effect leading to small wave-function penetration into the substrate. Figure 4 shows the calculated inelastic decay rates of the hybrid QWS/ISs as a function of the thickness of the overlayer and the energy of the state. Basically, the results displayed in panels (a) and (b) of the figure confirm predictions drawn from the simple analysis given by Eq. (15) . We start the discussion with the results of the decay rate dependence on the overlayer thickness for fixed QWS energy. This is possible due to appearance of the state lying at ≈−0.8 eV with respect to E V each 3 ML of Pb coverage in the 3, 6, 9, . . . ML sequence. The effective quantum number of the IS contributing to the hybrid is n j = 1 in this case. The corresponding results are presented in Fig. 4(a) . This figure also allows one to quantify the difference between state-of-the-art many-body GW calculation of the The calculated decay rates are strongly reduced with respect to the 130 meV value expected for a state at the same energy located inside the Pb overlayer. In the 3 ML coverage case, a decay rate as low as 32 meV is obtained, which is of the order of the decay rates of image states at noble metal surfaces. 52, 53 This is fully consistent with the low penetration (p = 0.25) of the hybrid QWS/IS into the metal. With increasing Pb coverage, decay rates increase showing a strong quantum size effect as predicted by Eq. (15) . Basically, the decay rate is doubled when Pb coverage increases from 3 to 15 ML. Assuming γ bulk e-e = 130 meV, D = J a, where J is the number of monolayers and a the interlayer distance, n j = 1, and considering β as a free parameter, Eq. (15) provides a remarkable fit to the GW data [see solid line in Fig. 4(a) ].
Calculated decay rates
The fact that the simple approach based on the wavefunction penetration can describe the GW results with a precision of 20%, supports its use for different energies of the excited states and different overlayer thicknesses. This allows to cover a broad range of these parameters with low computational cost as compared to the GW calculations. This holds especially true for thick overlayers and high n j states. For some states, different from those shown in Fig. 4(a) , we have additionally checked with GW that the perturbative analysis holds valid from the semiquantitative point of view.
In Fig. 4(b) , we show the dependence of the decay rates of the hybrid QWS/ISs on their energies for three Pb films of thicknesses 9, 17, and 25 ML. Results are obtained from the wave-function penetration. In agreement with the preceding discussion and analysis based on Eq. (15), the decay rates increase in overall when increasing the overlayer thickness. For the fixed thickness of the Pb film, when the energies E j of the excited states approach the vacuum level, the calculated decay rates decrease. As seen in Fig. 3 , the electron is pushed away from the metal surface, reflecting hybridization with high n ISs. The calculated γ j e-e then drops as 1/n 3 j ∝ |E j | 3/2 , consistent with Eq. (15) . QWS/IS hybrids recover a well documented behavior for the ISs lifetimes on the pristine surfaces of noble metals. The QWSs with low excitation energies are localized inside the Pb overlayer and are insensitive to the inclusion of the image potential tail of the electron-surface interaction. The decay rates of these states are basically equal to the decay rates of electronic excitations in bulk Pb and display the "standard" behavior with excitation energy. With increasing energy γ j e-e increases following the quadratic Quinn-Ferrell 73 dependence γ j e-e ≈ γ bulk e-e (E j ) = (E − E F ) 2 , as found in several studies performed on metallic overlayers with time-resolved photoemission and scanning tunneling spectroscopy. The ab initio studies 46 performed for bulk Pb quantitatively confirm present results based on the free-electron description of Pb.
At large excitation energies E − E F > 2.5 eV, or equally E − E V > −1.5 eV, inclusion of the image potential tail has dramatic consequences on the decay rates of the QWSs. The GW -LDA decay rates continue to increase with energy, basically reflecting the energy dependence of the bulk decay rates. In contrast, present results show a crossover: at the energy around E − E V ∼ −1 eV, the decay rates of QWSs first level off and then quickly decrease for energies close to the vacuum level E V . The crossover at ∼−1 eV reflects the onset of the QWSs hybridization with ISs. The states acquire a partial IS character with electron density being pushed away from the 45 without accounting for the image potential tail of the electron-surface interaction. Different symbols are explained in the legend. Penetration stands for the present calculations based on the wave-function penetration. These calculations account for the image potential tail of the electron-surface interaction. GW -LDA stands for the decay rates calculated within GW approach and effective one-electron potential derived within the local density approximation of density functional theory where the image potential is not accounted for. GW -IS stands for the decay rates calculated within GW approach and effective one-electron potential, corrected such that the image potential tail of the electron-surface interaction is accounted for. The vertical shadowed region represents the narrow energy window of the shadowed area of Fig. 1 at ≈ −0.8 eV.
metal into the vacuum. This stabilizes the corresponding state and the decay rate drops as predicted by Eq. (15), which has been also analyzed in relation with Fig. 4(b) . The accumulation of data points close to the vacuum level in Fig. 5 reflects the high number of states in this energy region (see also Fig. 1) , consistent with the formation of the Rydberg series. In overall, the decay rates are smaller for smaller coverages in this energy region [see also Fig. 4(a) ]. This is directly linked to the previously discussed quantum size effect and can be also inferred from Eq. (15) .
At this point it is interesting to compare present results with those obtained for the dielectric spacer (rare gas) overlayers, where the hybridization between ISs and QWSs localized in the conduction band of the dielectric overlayer has also been reported. 50, 51, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] However, in the case of dielectric spacer layers, the lifetimes of excited states show the dependence on the overlayer thickness distinct from the present results. Thus, for Xe/Ag(111) the decay rates of the n = 2 and n = 3 ISs hybridized with QWSs show an oscillating structure with increasing Xe coverage. 51, [55] [56] [57] Similar results were reported for Kr/Cu(100) and Xe/Cu(100). 51 This is in contrast to the smooth increase of many-body decay rates with overlayer thickness as reported here for Pb/Cu(111).
Different dependence of the excited electron dynamics on the overlayer thickness for metal and dielectric overlayers can be explained as due to the difference in their electronic structure and excitation relaxation pathways. For the metal films, the potential well is deep so that many occupied and empty QWSs are accommodated even at small film thicknesses. The excited state population mainly decays via electron-electron interactions inside the film, 38 ,45 in contrast with rare-gas adlayers, where the excited state population decays via interaction with substrate electrons. The dielectric rare gas Xe (Kr) layer forms a shallow potential well with conduction band minimum at −0.55 eV with respect to the vacuum level. This potential well can host only a small number of QWSs. For 6 ML of Xe on Ag(111), one unoccupied QWS is formed with energy close to the vacuum level and hybridizes with n = 2 and n = 3 ISs. 51, [55] [56] [57] Because of the shallow potential well, the wave vector k is small and the sin(kD) cos(kD − 2ξ )/k terms in Eq. (14) cannot be neglected. The wave-function penetration into the overlayer and its overlap with the substrate show then a pronounced increase as soon as an integer number of electron half-wavelength can be hosted inside the rare-gas film. This explains the oscillating structure in the dependence of the decay rates of the hybrid states on the rare gas overlayer thickness, not observed here with metallic Pb overlayer.
C. Thick overlayer limit
As follows from Eq. (15), with increasing overlayer thickness, the hybrid QWS/ISs with energies very close to the vacuum level will retrieve the bulk decay rate γ b e-e irrespective of how large the effective quantum number n j is. The increase in decay rates will be accompanied by the decrease in the energy separation between the states. From the point of view of the underlying physics, the excited electron launched from the surface of the overlayer into the bulk, even if it reaches the Pb/Cu(111) interface and is back reflected, decays before reaching the surface of the film. The evolution of the excited electron population at the surface is then the same as in the bulk Pb case.
The above point is illustrated with Fig. 6 . The projected density of states calculated with WPP is shown as a function of energy for some selected overlayer thicknesses. We have used Gaussian wave packets of the form φ 0 (z) = exp[−(z − z 0 ) 2 / 2 ] placed at the Pb-vacuum interface. The absorbing potential has been set from the theoretical electron-electron decay rate in the metal: γ b e-e = 130 meV at energy E = −0.8 eV. Figure 6 nicely shows a transition from a peak structure with well resolved QWSs to the limit of the surface of the semi-infinite Pb metal. Basically, above the thickness of D = 60 ML the quantization of the electronic states in Pb/Cu(111) cannot be resolved. Note that in experiments, this limit is expected to be reached at lower thicknesses because of the additional decay channels [see Eq. (1)] contributing to the broadening of the states. 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, on the example of Pb overlayers on Cu(111), we have studied the hybridization between metal overlayer localized quantum well states and image potential states at energies close to the vacuum level. Calculations performed over a broad range of overlayer thicknesses allow a detailed discussion of how the QWS/IS hybridization affects the lifetimes of excited states and how this effect depends on the overlayer thickness. For the hybridized QWS/ISs, the rate of the inelastic decay via electron-electron scattering has been obtained using several approaches: (i) GW calculations, (ii) one-electron wave-packet propagation (WPP) studies with model absorbing potentials inside the film, and finally, (iii) first-order perturbation theory based on the wave-function penetration. This allows us to explain the calculated trends as originating from the different overlap of the QWS wave function with the overlayer/substrate metal.
We have found that close to the vacuum level, properties of the excited electronic states of the metallic overlayers are determined by the hybridization between the QWSs and ISs. The electron density is shifted away from the metal, and both the energies and the many-body decay rates of the states are affected.
(1) The particle-in-a-box energy progression of the QWSs holds only up to some energy (typically from −1.5 to −2 eV with respect to the vacuum level). At higher energies close to the vacuum level the infinite Rydberg series of states typical for the ISs is formed. The precise value of the energies (or quantum defect) is determined by the film thickness, as has been already pointed out in Ref. 47 .
(2) The many-body decay rates of the states show a pronounced change in the energy dependence when approaching the vacuum level. The bulklike increase of the decay rate with increasing QWS energy E j is saturated at some point and changes to the decreasing ∝(E V − E j ) 3/2 behavior typical for the ISs. The crossover corresponds to the shift of the excited electron wave-function weight from inside the Pb metal into the vacuum and depends on the Pb overlayer thickness.
(3) For the fixed energy of the QWS/IS hybrid state, the many-body decay rate increases with increasing overlayer thickness, since the probability to find an excited electron inside the overlayer grows. In the limit of thick overlayer, the bulk decay rate is retrieved. This holds always, independently of the energy of the state. However, the closer is the state to the vacuum level, the thicker should be the Pb quantum well to shift the wave-function weight from the vacuum into the metal.
With the phase accumulation model and wave-function penetration approach, we obtained an analytical description of the above results. In particular, simple asymptotic forms have been defined for the energies of the states close to the vacuum level as well as for the film thickness and binding energy dependence of the lifetimes of the hybridized QWS/IS states.
The very effect of the QWS/IS hybridization studied here for the thin metallic overlayers is essentially the same as has been observed for the rare gas adlayers at metal surfaces. 50, 51, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] However, the overlayer thickness dependence of the many-body decay rates of the hybrid states is qualitatively different. The smooth increase of γ j e-e with increasing overlayer thickness reported here has to be compared with the oscillating dependence found, e.g., for Xe/Ag(111), Kr/Cu(100), and Xe/Cu(100). 51, 55 Such a qualitatively distinct results can be explained as due to the different electronic structure of metal and dielectric overlayers and different relaxation pathways of electronic excited states, as we discuss in the main text of the paper.
Finally, we would like to comment on the possibility of experimental verification of our findings. Predictions made in this paper can be tested in TR-2PPE experiments. Recent TR-2PPE measurements in Ref. 37 were reported up to the energies where QWS/IS hybridization takes place and its effect on the lifetime might be distinguished, according to our results. However, a conclusive comparison between present calculations and experiment requires larger Pb thickness range to be encompassed experimentally. The STS studies addressing the electronic states well above the Fermi level strongly perturb the system because of the tip-induced electric field. 61, 74 ISs are transformed into the field emission resonances 75 characterized by a wave function pushed into the overlayer, which affects the decay rates.
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